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T h i s  r e p o r t  is the result of an investigation of structures found on the Magdalene 
Fields Estate at Warkworth. This housing development lies \  mile south of the castle 
and 100 yards to the north of Maudlin Farm (NU 247 053). At the end of May 1977 
the corner of a building was discovered as a mechanical excavator prepared an access 
route to a site for new bungalows. I was asked to record whatever remained of the 
structures which were taken to belong to the Magdalene Chapel.

The excavation began on 14th June and continued until 12th July on which date 
it was destroyed suddenly without warning and before the completion of our work. 
There is little doubt that the negotiations which had begun in order to preserve the 
site would, given time, have been successful but one can only accept an irreplaceable 
loss and find consolation in the fact that the remainder of the site lies safely under 
the Maudlin Farm Field.
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The background given here is brief, as it is available in Northumberland County 
History, Volume V, pages 121-3. The Magdalen Chapel according to this record is 
reported to have been in a slack or hollow 100 yards to the north of the present 
homestead of the Maudlin Farm. It was established by Robert fitz Roger, Lord of 
Warkworth, who died in 1214, and given to the prior and convent of Durham. The 
founder’s son, John fitz Roger who died in 1240, confirmed and augmented the grant 
by giving six score acres of arable land, access to the salt pan, and fuel sufficient for 
two monks at the Chapel. He also allowed pasture for a fixed number of livestock
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Fig. 1. Location.

alongside his own animals. Founded around the beginning of the thirteenth century, 
records indicate that it continued in use until at least 1536 when an entry in the 
Bailiff’s accounts for the Earl of Northumberland refers to a roof repair. A later 
entry in the Bursar’s account of the prior and convent of Durham shows that in 1539 
the sum of 26s 8d was received from the earl for the Chapel and its lands.

T h e  E x c a v a t i o n

Excavation revealed three rooms, the largest of which was divided in two by a later 
stone partition. The complete dimensions of rooms 2 and 3 can only be inferred 
until excavation of the remainder which clearly lies beyond the northern boundary 
fence of the Maudlin Farm. The smallest room (1) was 2-3 metres square with a narrow 
external access point. The remainder of a flight of steps was located next to the wall 
which d̂ivided rooms 2 and .3. .Adjoining this was a later apsidal structure. In the 
western section of room 3 the remainder of a centrally positioned stone structure 
was found. A line of ashlar lay face-to-floor on either side of the partition wall in 
room 3 and a smaller section of a similar feature was located inside the north
western wall of the same room. Two features found outside the structures were a
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cobbled surface adjoining the north-western wall of room 3 and a six metre by one 
metre length of coarse stonework in alignment with it.

The structures were founded on the natural clay which overlies the Northumberland 
boulder clay in this area. The single course of ashlar remaining in room 3 lay on this 
natural clay deposit while rooms 1 and 2 stood five courses high. The lower two of 
these were embedded in the clay below the natural level and packed firmly in with 
the clay excavated in the process. In the space between the projections of rooms 1 
and 3 a deposit of stone roofing tiles was found associated with evidence of burning. 
This lay on top of the disturbed clay level.

section north-south through garderobe/hall wall

1 natural clay-disturbed
2 stone roofing tile
3  wall core 0  ^
4 wall tumble scale in metres
5 facing stone
6 top soil

Fig. 3.

C o n c l u s i o n s

The structures excavated bear similarities to the upper hall house1 which existed 
during the late twelfth and thirteenth century. They are clearly part of the domestic 
area which, along with those as yet uncovered in the Maudlin Farm Field, 
formed the Magdalene Chapel settlement.

Room 1 is the garderobe which existed at a first floor level. The structure excavated 
represents the pit with narrow external access for cleaning out. Room 2, the solar, 
would be at the same level with access to the garderobe. Room 3, the hall, provided 
no evidence of a fireplace or hearth and it is most likely that this existed at a first 
floor level. The features previously mentioned on either side of the partition wall 
and that inside the north-western wall suggested collapsed vaulting. The centrally 
positioned remains of a stone structure in this room possibly was the pillar base 
which supported a quadripartite form of vaulting. A possible external entrance to the 
lower or upper floor can be seen in the rough cobbled feature outside the north
western wall. An iron object coated in lead was in fact found on the wall at this 
point. Internal access from the lower chambers to the upper hall or the reverse was 
by the flight of steps in the eastern half of room 3. The bottom step remained, in a 
worn state. This led to a landing before continuing to the first floor providing access 
to the solar and hall. A large fragment of a laver was found on top of the solar wall
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and it is possible that this feature would exist on such a landing. Two fragments of 
possible key stones for a spiral stair were embedded in the clay packing which covered 
the steps and the apsidal structure was in evidence. If this suggests a spiral stair at 
this point it represents an extravagant use of space. The dimensions are more in keep
ing with a circular room. The six metre length of stonework outside the structures 
presumably represents the remains of a perimeter wall which ran from the hall to the 
natural ditch.

In its first stage this domestic area existed as a garderobe with pit, and a solar 
and hall with a flight of steps in between. At a later stage the dividing wall appeared 
in the lower hall and the apsidal structure was built against the flight of steps. The 
garderobe pit was filled with solid clay and, if the first floor structure continued in 
use, a modified disposal system would have been necessary. It is not possible to give 
a sound sequence as the steps, along with the other structures, were destroyed pre
maturely, this will, it may be hoped, be achieved through excavation in the Maudlin 
Farm Field.

Postscript
In the autumn of 1980 I was approached by a research student from Newcastle 
University Geophysics department who wished to illustrate the potential of resistivity 
as an interpretive tool in archaeology. The result of his survey is appended to this 
report because it is relevant and, by and large, in keeping with expectations. A dense 
area of masonry representing the long south wall of the domestic range appears to be 
joined at right angles by the presumed chapel and associated structures. The possibility 
arises that the main entrance existed along the south wall of the hall and this 
provided access, upon turning right, to the chapel area whereas a left turn led to a 
spiral stair and domestic quarters. The survey indicates that besides the chapel, 
further structures may be present in the Maudlin field. Clearly, resistivity is a useful 
tool but future excavation will provide the definitive answer.

T h e  P o t t e r y

This collection of pottery is small yet it is of value as there is little to compare it 
with in the North Northumberland coastal area. It is classified according to texture 
and content into eight different fabric types. The collection comprises one hundred 
and thirty sherds which represent at least forty different vessels.

This pottery has certain characteristics which, by analogy with other groups of 
pottery in the Northern Counties, suggests possible dates. The major part of the 
collection, especially types 1 and 2, seems consistent with a thirteenth-century date. 
This came from the garderobe area and is the earliest found on the site. The green 
glazed pottery in fabric type 7 is of a later date, possibly even the sixteenth century.

D e s c r i p t i o n  o f  P o t t e r y  T y p e s  

Type 1. Varying forms of jugs and cooking pots with an occasional splash of green





glaze in a quartz gritted ware, sometimes with a reduced core. These range 
from pink to buff in colour.

Type 2. Same general characteristics as type 1 but a finer grit is evident. The range 
of vessels is also similar but includes a strap handle.

Type 3. Range of jugs in a reduced fabric without grit and a light grey margin below 
a fairly complete external glaze.

Type 4. Jugs grittier than type 3 in reduced fabric with similar light grey margin 
below glaze.

Type 5. Cooking pots with large quartz grit and iron oxide inclusions. Pinkish buff 
in colour.

Type 6. Overfired, almost fused reduced fabric with occasional grits.
Type 7. Greenware fourteenth to sixteenth centuries. Reduced fabric with light grey 

margins under extensive glaze.
Type 8. Buff fabric with quartz grit and iron oxide inclusions and splash of glaze.

R1E/L1 Clay packing against footings outside garderobe
* denotes illustration.

*1. Fourteen sherds of cooking pot in fabric type 1. Two conjoining sherds of rim, 
one basal sherd and eleven body sherds. The vessel is pinkish buff in colour 
with blackened exterior. Rim diam.: 22 cm.

*2. Rim of cooking pot in fabric type 1. Pink coloured with reduced core. Rim 
diam.: 32 cm.

3. Nine body sherds and one basal sherd of cooking pot in fabric type 1. These 
are pinkish buff in colour and similar to No. 1. They represent at least two 
vessels blackened on the exterior and with reduced core.

*4. Three wall sherds (two conjoining) and basal angle of cooking pot in fabric 
type 2. With buff coloured interior and greyish core, there are traces of burning 
on the exterior and splashes of glaze inside and outside. Base diam.: 18 cm.

5. Two conjoining sherds of cooking pot in fabric type 1, yellowish buff in colour.
6. Three sherds (two conjoining) of a coarse vessel in fabric type 1, pinkish buff 

in colour. It is darkened on the outside with traces of light green glaze on the 
interior.

7. Basal sherd of cooking pot in fabric type 2. Pinkish in colour with grey core 
and blackened exterior.

*8. Rim sherd of a small vessel in fabric type 2. Buff in colour with a darkened 
exterior. Rim diam.: 14 cm.

9. Two conjoining sherds of cooking pot in fabric type 2. Buff in colour with 
greyish core and darkened exterior.

*10. Rim sherd of cooking pot in fabric type 2. Buff coloured with grey core and 
darkened outside of rim. Diam.: 26 cm.

11. Two shoulder sherds of jug in fabric type 3. Dark grey in colour with glaze on 
outside.



12. Wall sherd of jug in fabric type 4. Pale grey interior and buff coloured with 
partial glazing on exterior.

13. Shoulder sherd of jug in fabric type 4. Greyish buff interior, glazed exterior 
with four incised lines.

*14. Rim sherd of jug in fabric type 2. Dark grey interior with buff colour showing 
beneath external glaze. Diam.: 11 cm.

15. Wall sherd of jug in fabric type 2. Light buff coloured with grey core and traces 
of external glaze.

*16. Three conjoined sherds forming rim, simple neck and shoulder of jug in fabric 
type 1. Pinkish buff in colour with patchy green glaze on neck and reduced core. 
Rim diam.: 10 cm.

17. Two conjoined sherds forming shoulder and neck of jug in fabric type 1. Pinkish 
buff in colour with signs of patchy green glaze on neck. Similar to No. 16.

*18. Thirty-three conjoining sherds of a jug with applied decoration in fabric type 3. 
The decoration includes horseshoe, pellets and notched strips. The continuous 
strip is in brown glaze and the pellets are glazed green. The bearded face 
decoration on the neck includes incised eyes and mouth, applied nose, ears and 
strap beard. The vessel appears to have had a main strap handle and small 
double strap. There are thumbings around the base and underneath. It has a 
complete external glaze. Dimensions: height 28-75 cm, base 17 cm, neck 8 cm, 
greatest width 23 cm.

R1E/L2 Above clay packing garderobe exterior
*19. Sherd of curfew ? in fabric type 2. Glazing on exterior with blackened interior. 

Approx. 1 cm thick.
*20. Whole strap handle of jug in fabric type 2, with green glaze on outer side.

RCP/L1 Clay packing o f  recess between garderobe and hall
*21. Squared rim sherd of cooking pot in fabric type 5. Pinkish buff in colour. Rim 

diam.: 23 cm.
22. Rim sherd of dish ? in fabric type 2. Pinkish buff in colour.

*23. Rim sherd of cooking pot in fabric type 1. Pale pink in colour.
*24. Rim sherd of cooking pot in fabric type 2. Pinkish buff in colour with reduced 

core.
*25. Rim sherd of jug in fabric type 2. Buff in colour. Rim diam.: 13 cm.
26. Rim sherd of small vessel in fabric type 2. Blackened and showing a grey 

core.
*27. Rim sherd of cooking pot in fabric type 5. Pinkish buff in colour. Diam.: 28 cm.
28. Rim sherd of jug in fabric type 2. Buff in colour.
29. Part of the rod handle of a jug, in fabric type 2 partially glazed.
30. Six conjoined sherds of the shoulder of a jug in fabric type 3. This has applied 

pinched pellets covered in a brown glaze and similar to No. 18.
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Fig. 6. Magdalene Chapel, Warkworth: medieval pottery (£).

Rl/Ll Clay used to fill in garderobe p it
*31. Two sherds of a small vessel in fabric type 6. A faint purple glaze covers the 

exterior. Base diam.: 9 cm.

R2/L2 Above clay fill level in solar
*32. Nineteen sherds of wall and base of a sagging base jug in fabric type 7. Grey 

coloured inside with a green glazed exterior. Base diam.: approx. 21 cm.
*33. Rim sherd of cooking pot in fabric type 2. Pinkish buff in colour.
*34. Rim sherd of cooking pot in fabric type 2. Pinkish buff in colour. Traces of 

glaze and reduced core. Rim diam.: 21 cm.
*35. Rim sherd of jug in fabric type 3. Buff in colour with traces of external glaze. 

Diam.: approx. 14 cm.
*36. Rim sherd of cooking pot in fabric type 2. Pinkish buff colour with reduced 

core. Rim diam.: 16 cm.
*37. Rim sherd of jug in fabric type 1. Buff coloured. Traces of glaze evident. Rim 

diam.: 16 cm.
38. Three sherds of the neck of a jug in fabric type 7. Green glazed covering and 

traces of incised decoration.
39. Two sherds of the rim of a dish probably a rectangular or subrectangular vessel 

in fabric type 1. Incised markings on rim and green glaze inside.

R2/L1 Clay fill in solar
40. Red clay bricks. Six fragments and one complete brick the dimensions of which 

are 26 x .13 x 5-5 cm. One side contains straw marks and three distinct finger 
impressions. Although it is curved the general shape is rectangular.

41. Five fragments of roofing tile in red clay the largest of which is 20 x 9 x 1-25 cm.



R/L2 Deposit o f  shattered roofing tiles between garderobe jhall projections
42. Nine fragments stone roofing tile in soft freestone. The largest fragment being 

25 x 18 x 2 cm.

S t o n e  O b je c t s

*43. Whetstone-well used. Dimensions 20 x 5 cm. Found in the rubble which overlay 
the clay fill in room 2.

*44. Fragment of stone laver found on top of the solar wall near the steps.
45. Fragment of window-jamb found in rubble overlying clay outside of hall near 

oriel projection.
*46. Two fragments of a stone basin? Found on layer 2 rubble in solar. Approx. diam.: 

31 cm.

M e t a l  O b je c t s

*47. Horseshoe found in the western half of the hall, unstratified. Dimensions 
11x11 cm.

*48. Five iron nails found at north eastern angle of the hall above natural clay level.
*49. Iron attachment for door partly covered with lead. Found on the north wall of 

the hall near the rough cobbled feature.



Fig. 8. Magdalene Chapel, Warkworth: iron objects (£).



*50. Stonemason’s chisels found in the rubble which overlay the clay fill in the solar.
There are two, the larger is 150 x 1-5 x 1 cm and the smaller, 7 x 3 x 0-5 cm. 

*51. Blade of knife found in the same deposit as the chisels, its dimensions are 
21 x 3-75 cm.

NOTE
1 The Archaeological Journal, Vol. cxv, 1958, p. 150.

A RESISTIVITY SURVEY OF THE MAGDALENE CHAPEL AND ITS INTERPRETATION

P. Karmis, I. Wilkinson and C. W. Titman, Geophysics Department, University o f
Newcastle upon Tyne

A resistivity survey was made of the Magdalene Chapel site as part of a geophysical 
postgraduate project, the main aim of which was to develop a method of detecting 
buried structures using the resistivity technique with a marked economy of time and 
manpower over existing methods. However as the result of the survey is the main 
point of interest here, details of instrumentation are only included insofar as they 
are relevant to an understanding of the technique.

The resistivity of the ground is most often measured by one of the “four-probe” 
methods, whereby four electrodes are inserted into the ground and a current passed 
between two of them, whilst the voltage thereby arising between the other two is 
measured. The ground resistivity is then given by a simple relationship involving 
current, voltage and electrode spacing. The “depth of penetration” is related to the 
electrode spacing, and as the depth of burial was assumed to be less than a metre, 
the four probes could be located in either the “double-dipole” or the “Wenner” con
figuration in a single holder and inserted and removed together. The choice of probe 
configurations is a complex one and has been discussed extensively elsewhere (Clark); 
great ingenuity has been shown in devising systems to speed the collection of data. 
Our system of four probes in a single holder is a variant of an earlier arrangement, 
but is used in combination with a resistivity meter which maintains a constant current 
and shows the resistivity directly in ohm-metres on a digital display. The resistivity 
contrast arising from a buried structure depends on a multitude of factors (Clark), 
but can frequently be used to delineate the extent of that structure. The data was 
analysed using a program written for a Pet micro-computer which allowed selective 
enhancement of different parts, of the resistivity map. The combination of probe 
carrier and digital readout resistivity meter together with the use of this new computer 
program in the analysis of the data allows considerable economies of manpower and 
time to be made in the use of the resistivity method.

The preliminary survey consisted of a 30 m x 30 m grid (adjoining the excavated 
part of the site), sampled at 1 m intervals with a Wenner/double-dipole probe spacing 
of 1 m. As the ground was fairly flat pasture land, use of the four-probe carrier 
allowed the survey to be completed in six hours. After examination of the results of 
the preliminary survey the 30 m x 30 m grid was moved slightly to include more of



an anomaly found near the edge of the first grid and the regions with the most 
prominent anomalies marked for more detailed investigation. The indications were 
that the buried structures reached within 30 cm of the surface and so a Wenner/ 
double dipole probe carrier with 0-5 m spacing was used to improve the resolution. 
The new grid was surveyed at 1 m intervals away from the anomalies mentioned 
earlier, but at 0-5 m intervals where greater resolution was needed over the anomalous 
regions. The survey was initially performed North to South (approx.) and then 
repeated at right angles, the resistivity at each station was taken to be the arithmetic 
mean of the two values. The main survey took two men one day to complete.

Various computational techniques were used to display the data in suitable forms. 
“ Symap” and “Symvu” programmes were initially used to produce contour and 
3-dimensional topographic forms of the data. However the most profitable treatment 
of the data used a programme Datamap (written in Basic for a Commodore Pet 8K 
micro-computer). This programme divided the resistivity values into ten ranges and 
plotted values which fell within each range as a different symbol. The range limits 
could be varied, and were not necessarily all of equal increments. Once the resistivity 
data was entered the programme automatically varied the ranges to give a succession 
of resistivity maps. The advantage of this technique is that the relative importance 
of anomalies on different parts of the site can be seen to emerge as data analysis 
progresses. Figures 9 to 11 show this effect, fig. 12 has an outline of the tentative 
interpretation in terms of wall foundations, and its relation to the excavated site, 
superimposed on the resistivity map. Most of the higher resistivity regions in the 
centre of the site or to the northern edge are probably due to the remains of the 
main part of the Chapel (wall foundations, or rubble) while the anomaly in the south
west part of the site is possibly due to an extension of the Chapel but could equally 
be due to a byre or animal enclosure separated from it.

On-site investigation took about two days in total, the analytical techniques 
developed during this project allow useful interpretation of the data to be made in a 
few hours.

NOTE
Clark, A., Archaeological Prospecting: A 

progress report. J. Archaeological Science 1975, 2,
297-314.

Fig. 12. shows interpretation of the resistivity map and its relationship to the excavated 
area (solid black lines).
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